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STEM in the News
What if you woke up one day and were blind? What
kinds of sights would you miss most? Although some
people are born blind, some go blind due to problems in
their eyes. Sometimes doctors are able to restore a
person’s sight by transplanting a donor cornea into the
blind person’s eye. Some inventors in Israel have
created a synthetic
cornea that can be
inserted under the
conjunctiva. In January,
doctors performed the
first operation with the
new cornea to
help a 78 year old
man see again. The
operation only took 1 hour and was easy for doctors. By
the next day he was able to see again! They hope that
this will allow millions of people around the world to see
gain. Learn more: bit.ly/3p02Xju

STEM Challenge
Valentine’s Day is a special day to show someone how
much you love and appreciate them. Many people buy
cards with hearts and kind words on them. Did you ever
make your own Valentine card? Find some paper and
try making your
own cards instead of buying
them. Or try making some
pop-up Valentines. Rob Ives
loves making things from
paper, and he especially likes
making things that move.
Try making these pop-up
cards from Rob: robives.com/blog/valentine-pop-up/

Mystery Photos
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STEM + Careers
Have you ever tried making origami? Joseph Wu of
Vancouver makes origami that ends up in
advertisements or on display for businesses. He even
made a 210 ft sculpture from paper for the 2010 Winter
Olympics. It took Joseph 6 weeks
to make it! Although he started
folding paper as a child, it wasn’t
until he was older that he made
paper his career.
Learn more: bit.ly/3aXWEZ5

How to kick a Field Goal
Did you ever watch a football game? Most scoring
happens with touchdowns, but you can also kick a field
goal to get 3 points. The longest field goal ever kicked
was from 64 yards by Matt Prater. But Mark
Rober designed and built a robot
to try kicking a further field goal.
Matt told him it all comes down
to leg speed and kicking the ball
2.2 inches from the bottom. Do
you think the robot was able to
beat Matt’s kick? How did Mark
build and test the robot? Can you
make a kicking robot? Watch
the video: bit.ly/3jpCevM

The Puzzle
A botanist found a plant that doubles in size each day.
She planted it in a circular pond with a diameter of 500
meters. If she planted it on the east end of the pond, and
it covered half of the pond in 16 days, how many days
would it take to cover the entire pond?
Last issue’s answer: 100 - 99 + 98 - 97 + 96 - 95+… + 2 - 1 =
50

What’s under the
microscope?
(answer in next issue)
Last issue’s answer:
Plant roots, screwdriver,
and gum in a wrapper
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